Dear DR-NTU (Data) users,

Have you deposited your research data in DR-NTU (Data)?

There is this Dataset Linking functionality which you might find useful.

Dataset Linking allows a dataverse owner, to link a dataset to their dataverse, so that the dataset appears in the dataverse’s list of contents without actually being in that dataverse.

Here’s a scenario:
You have your own dataverse (Sam Lee) where you park your own research data. You are involved in Project Z, and contribute to one of Project Z’s dataset (Dataset #2). Hence, you wish to have Dataset #2 to appear in your dataverse (Sam Lee). This is when you can use the Dataset Linking feature.
How to do Dataset Linking? Check the web version if the images do not display properly

a. Go to the published dataset that you wish to link and click the ‘Link’ button

b. Locate your published dataverse.

c. Now the dataset appears in your dataverse’s list of content. The dataset will still be under the original user’s control.

Here are a couple examples (example 1, example 2) in DR-NTU (Data), which make use of this functionality.

Comments? Questions? Let us know!

Read also:
What is a dataverse? What is a dataset?

Read also:
Can I share my dataset with my reviewer, but I don’t want it to be open to public, yet?